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When the war had ended, his fortune no longer existed.
The villa at Vevey even, where he had hoped to keep his
children if anything happened to him, was mortgaged to
an armaments firm : all that was left of his money abroad
was a trust fund of twenty-five thousand pounds for the
education of his children, for whom he would have made
any sacrifice.
The silver that he took away from Addis was the
Ethiopian Government account at the Bank of Ethiopia,
capable of keeping him, his family, his entourage and his
representatives with foreign powers in sub-bourgeois com-
fort for three years. If he had left it in the Bank of Ethiopia,
Victor Emmanuel, the new Emperor, would undoubtedly
have taken it for his. But nobody would have regarded
this theft as an act of impropriety.*
Haile Selassie did not remove the reserves of the Bank of
Ethiopia, as it was in the power of the absolute ruler
of Ethiopia to do. The reserves of the bank covered the
note and nickel issue of the bank ; legally the reserves
were the property of the public who held the notes and
nickel.
It was easy for the Italians to steal these. All they had
to do was to close the bank, and collect the outstanding
notes at a heavy discount in their own favour. For the
worthless lire which they paid noteholders they could get,
on presentation of the notes, pure silver behind the doors
of the Bank of Ethiopia.
The request for a munitions loan was made more than
once by the Ethiopian delegation at Geneva. Collier, of
the Emperor's bank, was in London throughout the war
trying to raise it. If it was considered at all, it was con-
sidered simply on its commercial merits. It was asked for
as a sanction ; it was tested as a bargain. Could five per
cent come out of Ethiopia ?
The Emperor, out of his own resources, was able to hold
out until two months before the rains. He was able to
keep fighting forces in the field for six months. Another
two million pounds would have protracted the war into the
* I wrote this on what I considered first-class authority in Addis. It is
not in fact true, as even the Government account was left behind in Addis,
and only a few small personal accounts were withdrawn from the Bank
of Ethiopia.

